Commissions raise taxes; avoid rollback

The Commissioners and their action to roll back property taxes, which was reported in an earlier article, is a topic of interest to many residents. The move was made to address the financial demands of the county, but it also served to alleviate some of the financial pressures faced by homeowners. The rollback decision was met with a mixed reaction, with some residents criticizing the decision as insufficient and others applauding the move as wise.

Richards to discuss education

Gubernatorial candidate to appear Thursday in Carthage

Richards is scheduled to speak at the Carthage Chamber of Commerce meeting on Thursday. The candidate will discuss education and other issues during his remarks. Richards is known for his commitment to education and has expressed his support for initiatives that promote education excellence. His visit is a significant event for the community, as it provides an opportunity for residents to engage with the candidate and learn more about his policies and visions for the state.

Unemployment remains stable

The latest unemployment figures indicate that the state's unemployment rate has remained stable over the past few months. This is good news for the state's economy and suggests that the job market continues to improve. However, the stability of the unemployment rate also highlights the need for continued economic development and job creation initiatives to ensure long-term prosperity for the state.

CISD approves tax rate

The CISD Board of Trustees has approved a tax rate of $2.54 per $100 of valuation for the upcoming fiscal year. The rate is slightly lower than last year's rate of $2.55, reflecting the district's efforts to control costs and maintain its financial stability. The tax rate vote was a positive development for CISD, as it provides assurance to residents and businesses that the district is committed to maintaining a balanced budget and providing high-quality education to its students.
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Finding out how much you're worth

Summers' Hottest Values

Area death——

Summer's Hottest Values

Cain Hardware and Lumber

"Quality Products for Quality Building"

210 S. Shelby  Ph. 693-6641 Carthage, Texas
Shady Grove News

Labor Day Sale
Clearance Sidewalk

POUR RINDS
Regular $1.99

87¢ Each
Sale

LAT'S POTATO CHIPS
$1
Sale

Coca-Cola

$1
Sale

WAL-MART PAPER PLATES
Regular $1.27

$5.00
Sale

SANDWICHES
REG $1.14
INK-STATE COOLER

$12.00
Sale

HOT DOGS
REG $1.50

$1.27
Sale

WAL-MART BARBECUE RIBS
Regular $2.95

$9.00
Sale

BARBECUE PORK RIBS
Regular $3.95

$3.47
Sale

BARBECUE BEEF RIBS
Regular $4.95

$18.00
Sale

Youth Sports League Sign-Up

Can Chiropractic Help Me?
How Much Does It Cost?
We are often asked “What's the best way of finding out whether or not a doctor of chiropractic can help my problem?” We believe the answer can be found in a complete chiropractic consultation and examination, including a CPR. And to help you find out for sure, we will do a complete chiropractic consultation and examination, including a CPR. The only catch is that to the offer treat your personal injury cases (worker's compensation, automobile accidents, etc), you must call our office directly to make an appointment.

$25.00
Reg. $49.95* program
Expires Sept. 7, 1999

Radney Chiropractic Office
Dr. Dennis Radney
900 W. Saline St.
Corrigan, Texas
Opening August 20, 1999

Staff photos by
Glenn Hayes

WE WILL BE CLOSED
LABOR DAY
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1990
Shut down Karnack with 3-0 scoring edge

Bearcats impressive in scrimmage

Coach Dennis Smith gathers his troops for some stern talk after its first break during Friday’s scrimmage with Karnack

Coaches take hard look at many players

Dog iv stymied by lack of offense

Galloway News

BY MRS. CLIEM BAKER

Star-Buckley, we will use our own team. This will be an exhibition game. A good season of preparation is ahead of you. First of all, we will go through our own schedules and then practice against each other. We will begin with a 1-1 each and then we will break down into smaller teams. Before the season begins, we will have a meet the team session. Your parents have been great. I look forward to having you.

This is the season’s first home game. We will start playing against each other. A good season of preparation is ahead of you. First of all, we will go through our own schedules and then practice against each other. We will begin with a 1-1 each and then we will break down into smaller teams. Before the season begins, we will have a meet the team session. Your parents have been great. I look forward to having you.

Calendar of events

EXPO STORY: The SFA dairy industry is in the news when the state fair comes to town. Local students among SFA graduates

Fifteen students from Charities, State, and State Technical College are among the SFA graduates.
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FAMILY FARE
CBS engages in week-long quest for education crisis solution

The CBS News Photo Ops is a national news program that presents the latest in news and events. This week, the program is focusing on the education crisis in America. The show is featuring interviews with educators and policymakers to discuss the current state of education and potential solutions. The program is hosted by Jack Nicholson, who is a well-known actor and advocate for educational reform. The show is available for viewing on the CBS News website.

SUNDAY
Jack Nicholson surrounded by women in formative years

The image shows Jack Nicholson surrounded by a group of women. It is unclear what the context of the photo is, but it is possible that it is related to the education crisis. Nicholson is known for his advocacy work, particularly in the realm of education reform. The presence of women in the photo may indicate a focus on gender equality in education.

LET'S TALK

Winter pasture cost-share offers

The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services is offering a cost-share program for farmers to improve winter pasture management. The program provides financial assistance to farmers who implement best management practices to protect water quality and wildlife. The program is available for application now and will be in effect until funds are exhausted.

Ag/Business

Ethanol still distant alternative

The prospect of ethanol as a viable alternative to gasoline is still distant. While gasoline prices rise, ethanol production continues to face challenges. The renewable fuel is criticized for its impact on food prices and its overall environmental benefits. The manufacturing process of ethanol is energy-intensive and requires a large amount of water, which can be a concern in some regions. Despite these challenges, governments around the world continue to invest in ethanol production as a means to reduce dependence on fossil fuels.

Cure to over-ripeness in stores

Fruits and vegetables may stay fresh longer

A new cure to prevent over-ripening of fruits and vegetables has been discovered. The discovery is a breakthrough in the field of food science and has the potential to revolutionize the way we store and transport produce. The method involves the use of a special enzyme that slows down the ripening process. This innovation could have significant implications for the agricultural industry, as it could lead to increased profits for farmers and better product availability for consumers.

COMING SOON

Purina Field Mixed Cut Cereal

The new Purina Field Mixed Cut Cereal is a high-quality, all-natural product that is perfect for both dogs and children. The cereal is made with whole grains and real fruits, providing a healthy and delicious meal for your favorite furry companion. The product is available for pre-order now and will be in stores soon.

LOOK for the upcoming Football preview

The upcoming Football preview is scheduled for next week, and fans are eagerly awaiting the start of the season. With the excitement building, teams are preparing for their first games, and fans are gearing up for a memorable season of football. Stay tuned for the latest updates and scores.

Super Savings

More Than 1/2 Price Savings

Off Newsstand Prices

You can buy the Post and Watchman for less than 25¢ per copy with a subscription.

Newstand price 104 issues $99.00
Subscription price 104 issues (1 year) $52.00
Savings $47.00

Yes! Please send me
COMBINATION The Panama Watchman
City and State:

Name:
Address:

Check or money order enclosed
